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Abstract
DigestManga is a system for interactively integrating movies with comics. Several systems already exist for visualizing input movies as comic books to allow users to see several frames of a movie at the same time through a comic visualization. However, their intention is mainly to represent a movie with visual summaries. Although users can edit the visualized comic book to arrange the summaries, the manipulations are not reflected in the input movie.

Our DigestManga system provides both visual movie summaries based on a comic and summarized movies through comic editing. Our system connects the comic and movie smoothly and interactively, because we think comic visualization is useful for movie editing and makes movies more interesting.
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Introduction
Comics are a graphic art form that combines text and images to effectively represent a story [1]. Visual movie summaries based on comics are one of the comic visualization applications [2, 3]. The main advantage of these systems is to see several frames at the same time, because each page of a comic book contains several frames of an input movie. In addition, by using these systems, users can print out the movie content as paper material, so they can see the movie without using a computer. Although this approach is useful for
better understanding the movie content more quickly than if they watched the movie, but there is no support for editing the input movie through the visualized comic. We think comic visualization is useful for movie editing because comics are created frame sets along a timeline and the comic frame is a directory connected to the movie frame in the visualization. By using this comic visualization and its functions, such as speech bubbles and focus lines, users can also make movies more interesting and more original than the input movie. Thus, interaction techniques that combine comics with movies are useful for entertainment purposes.

The work presented in this paper introduces a system, called DigestManga, for interactively integrating movie contents with comic books. Although conventional systems focus on converting movies to comic books, our intention is to establish the smooth relationship between movies and comics. Thus, our goal is to provide both a visual summary of a movie and a summarized movie by using comic editing, so users can visualize an input movie as a comic book and edit the movie through the visualized comic. In order to visualize an input movie, the system provides both automated and manual approaches. In the automated approach, a comic book is automatically created from an input movie through image processes. In the manual approach, users create a comic by using simple manipulations like drag and drop. Also, the system provides several editing functions such as translating the comic frames and adding extra elements, such as speech bubbles and focus lines.

In addition, our system deforms the movie contents along with the comic visualization. Each comic frame on a page is a kind of impressive or feature scene for the users, because the page is edited by the users and each frame is selected by them. Our deformation technique regards comic frames on a page as feature areas in an input movie. Our deformation is calculated using zooming techniques [6], so the movie contents are deformed without any information loss and naturally connected between the feature and non-feature areas. The contents in the non-feature areas are played more quickly, and the contents in the feature areas are played normally. As a result, users can quickly view the contents and understand the relationships between the entire story and the features.

RELATED WORK
Comic-based systems have previously been developed. These systems are basically divided into two categories: supporting comic creation or comic visualization. Systems for comic creation focus on how to create a real comic using a computer, and systems for comic visualization focus on how to visualize complex data as a comic.

Comic visualization is useful for making complex data more easily understandable. Complex data is more interesting and fun when certain comic features such as a character, bubble, and focus line are used. For example, Comic chat [4] makes chat logs interesting and fun by including character-based comic representations. ComicDiary [5] is useful for making diaries by using predefined character and images. Our focus is a comic-based movie. Some existing systems can translate an input movie into a comic [2, 3]. These systems are very useful for converting animation movie data into a series of static images. By using comic like frame layouts, users can see many frames of a movie at the same time and can also print them out. Users
then might naturally want to use these systems to edit movies. However, these systems do not provide an editing function for movies through visualized comic books. Moreover, although comics are created automatically, they may not be sufficient enough for a user’s intended designs or needs. Thus, interaction techniques for creating a smoother relationship between movies and comics are needed.

Our approach was inspired by some existing web services. Many web services for movie sharing allow users to add comments to a movie [7]. For example, Niconico movie [8] is a movie-sharing site that allows users to add comments to a movie frame directory. A movie with added comments is very interesting and fun. These comments play the role of the audience or background sound, so the movie itself is improved. Our purpose was to achieve this kind of effect by using comic features such as speech bubbles and focus lines.

In addition, movie contents, such as recorded TV programs and home videos, are becoming pervasive in everyday life, and many people have large amounts of contents to deal with. It is important for users to know how to effectively deal with and understand these contents. Movie deformation is an effective way to roughly determine the nature of such contents to solve these problems. Many deformation techniques for movie contents are available especially in the product field [11]. As their deformation focuses on the feature areas, they create a digest by collecting only the feature areas. However, this creates two problems. Although users can quickly view the contents, they cannot understand the relationships between the entire story and the features. Moreover, their approach is quite similar to image cropping in that the non-feature areas are discarded [9, 10]. The cropping approach eliminates some of the movie’s initial information, so the total amount of information is reduced. This can make it difficult to distinguish between similar contents.

**SYSTEM DESIGN**

An overview of our system is shown in Fig. 1. The system is divided into four areas: the comic, input movie, preview movie, and GUI areas. The comic area is used to edit a comic. Some GUIs to assist in editing the comic book are contained in the GUI area. Basically, this system can be used by drag and drop manipulations. After editing a movie, the user can view it by using the preview movie area.

**Visual Summaries based on Comic**

For converting a movie to a comic, the system provides two functions: automated and manual approaches. The automated approach is a static conversion, so comic books are created by the system automatically. In this case, the system automatically detects the feature scenes and sets several frames onto a page. By using the manual function, a user creates a comic by clicking the input movie area and dragging a current frame to a page area.

For both approaches, users can freely edit the comic by adding frames or extra elements (Fig. 2). As the system contains some template data related to these elements in the GUI area, users can use them through simple drag and drop manipulations. By using focus lines, features such as characters and building are clearer than with the original frames. Additional speech bubbles work like comments.
Editing Comic for Movie

To create a concrete comic, a user edits the base comic by adding frames or extra elements for his/her design. Some examples of interactive comic editing are shown in Fig. 3. As a capture frame appears by using click manipulation onto a movie, the user drags a frame onto a page area. The frame becomes a comic frame on that page. The user can also control the frame size and position to add contrast between the frames and to emphasize the impressive frame for users. Generally, a big frame means that it is a more impressive or impacted part of the movie than normal. By adding extra elements, such as speech bubbles and focus lines, the user expresses more of his/her design. As a result, movie comic is created by simple manipulations (Fig. 4).

Summarized Movie through Comic

After editing the comic, the user can view the resulting edited input movie in the preview area. The preview area has two layers, the input movie and comic element layers (Fig. 2). In the movie layer, the system plays the input movie by controlling the play speed. In the comic element layer, the system displays the comic elements that were added. Our system treats comic frames on the page as features in a movie and other areas that do not appear on the page area as the non-features, so the system calculates the play speed along with the features.

We use fisheye calculations to control the speed. In this example, the movie is played normally using a normal frame size area and is played slowly in a large frame size area. Our current system is only a prototype, so the timing when extra elements appear and disappear is not fixed yet. In the current version, a comic element appears five seconds before the current frame and disappears five seconds after the current frame.

**Figure 3:** Example of movie editing. Users can interactively change frame size and position and add extra elements.

**Figure 4:** Example of movie comic. Users can create movie comic by simple manipulations.

**IMPLEMENTATION**

Each frame on a page has information such as the time (position of the timeline) of an input movie, the frame scale on a page, and additional elements (e.g., speech bubbles and focus lines). To manually set a comic, when a user clicks an input movie, the frame information is set and stored to a linear list. The current movie frame is connected to the play speed. For automated approaches, in order to detect scenes, the system calculates a histogram for each movie frame and compares the histograms of the current frame and the next frame (Fig. 5). If the difference is over a predefined threshold, the system recognizes that the scene has changed.

We use fisheye algorithm to control the play speed of movie, because the speed between the previous and current frames gradually changes. In this calculation, each play speed of a movie frame depends on the distance between the feature and current frames. In our approach, the feature area is played normally, and
the non-feature areas are played quickly depending on the distance between the frame and the feature frame. The total playing time can be as little as one-fourth that of the original movie. The frame speed calculation is defined by using the following.

\[ s' = f(s) \]

\[ f(s) = \frac{dst}{src} \cdot s \]

In the equations given above, srcs is the length of the total playtime of an input image and dsts is the distance between the next feature and the current frame.

**DISCUSSION**

We have demonstrated our system many times. In particular, a demonstration of our system that was given during a laboratory open house prompted many interesting reactions and comments from visitors.

Our concept for making the input movie fun and interesting was well accepted by visitors because the users can get two kinds of summarized data simultaneously: comic summary and summarized movie.

Our goal of the system was to establish a smooth relationship between movies and comics. Our simple interactions received good reactions from users. We found that many visitors edited comic books from an input movie by using our system after our simple demonstration. They edited a comic book and checked the movie in the preview area over and over again to achieve their design. Also, some visitors commented that our interactions are too simple for use with more complex functions. Our target is not for professional designing, but for beginners, so our system provides simple edit functions for comic creation. However, several functions to make an input move more interesting and comical are necessary, so interaction techniques for freely changing and arranging a comic book are important. Also, some image effects for frame data are needed. We will combine these elements to develop our system.
Generally, people have large amounts of movie contents (e.g., TV programs and home videos) on their computers, so it is important for users to know how to effectively deal with and understand these contents. Our movie deformation was also received good reactions. In a summarized movie, the contents in the non-feature areas are played more quickly, enabling users to view the entire video and understand the importance of the contents based on the playback speed. Moreover, some visitors commented that this system was useful for movie contents that contain a user’s favorite actor, singer, animation character, and sports player. Scenes with favorite characters would be played at normal speed and the other scenes would play more quickly.

We believe our comic approach would be effective for network communication. In conventional web services such as YouTube [7] and Niconiko [8], movie contents become communication trigger. Through our comic system, an input movie becomes interesting and comical. Also, the playtime of the movie is reduced by our deformation techniques. Thus, users can watch the movie interestingly and quickly. Also, by using simple manipulations, even beginners of movie creation could upload an original movie contents on the web sites and share their experiences and ideas with other users.

CONCLUSION
We described the DigestManga system, which enables for a smooth relationship between comics and movies. We showed some examples of the comic visualization from an input movie and movie editing through the visualization. Also, we have described our movie deformation technique for deforming the features of movie contents.
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